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Danpalon®  is the 
complete daylighting solution 
offering exceptional quality 
of light, thermal insulation 
and UV protection with a rich 
non-industrial visual appeal. 
The Danpalon® system offers 
substantial physiological and 
psychological benefits in all 
work and living spaces. 

CREaTE WITH
naTURal lIGHT
Use the translucency or 
transparency of the panels in 
design to transform buildings 
in to areas of light and colour, 
resulting in stunning effects 
during the day and through 

the night. Use the Danpalon® 
system for roofing, facades, 
cladding or partitions, both 
internally and externally. 

Dan pal  can offer to 
all professional architects 
and builders a complete 
creative solution. With the 
superior technical qualities 
of Danpalon®, design 
in confidence to create 
spaces of comfort and well 
being. Danpalon® is ‘Light 
Architecture’.

The Danpalon® daylighting 
system is manufactured 
from the highest quality 

polycarbonate. The product’s 
performance is certified 
by rigorous testing from 
worldwide institutions. It offers 
a new concept in architectural 
glazing providing outstanding 
performance and flexibility in 
design. The system consists 
of a main panel with snap-on 
connecting profiles made of 
aluminium or polycarbonate. 
The use of stainless steel 
fasteners allow for thermal 
expansion and eliminates the 
need for penetrations through 
the sheet, hence the structure 
is 100% watertight.

Light Architecture
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The Heart of the Danpalon® System 
is The Standing Seam Connection 
Method. The system consists of:

• Extruded translucent panels, with 
a vertical standing seam at both 
sides of the panel

• A snap-on connector interlocking 
the panels

• Concealed stainless steel retention 
clips

The fully assembled system is free 
floating. Each component is free to 
thermally expand or contract at its own 
rate, eliminating “waves” or deflections 
and maintaining the structural properties 
of the material.

This technical superiority is appreciated 
through a wide range of quality 
installations throughout the world. The 
various colours, finishes and visual 
effects offer a great palette of creative 
options for all designers to use in 
realising their own unique designs.

The standing seam connection
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Danpalon®

HQE
High Environmental Quality



Recent studies have found that •	
prolonged exposure to artificial lighting 
can be damaging to one’s physical and 
psychological health.

Providing natural daylight can improve •	
productivity by up to 10%.

These benefits are particularly noticeable •	
in retail and educational buildings.

The Danpalon® Microcell system provides 
the best light diffusion, eliminating glare 
from direct sunlight and creating a UV 
radiation -free environment.

The Danpalon® Microcell
system saves energy:

It reduces the need for artificial lighting.1. 

It offers more thermal insulation than 2. 

any other day lighting system.

The Danpalon® Microcell system 
reduces the waste of natural resources:

It is 100% recyclable.1. 

It reduces the need for air conditioning2. 

It requires less framework because it is 3. 

a light weight system.

Danpalon® does more for the health of the people and the environment.
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Danpalon®

Worldwide



Everywhere in the world 
Creativity from Day to night 

During the day, the light hugs the 
building like a second skin and 
Danpalon® provides an optimal quality 
and comfortable lighting.

By night, the internal activity of the 
building can reveal itself, transforming 
the building in to a lantern of colour. 
Danpalon® is light architecture – 

24 hours a day.
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The translucency of the 

building generates a very 

pleasant light of day; it is also 

a perfectly adapted lighting for 

television broadcasting.

Paul Andreu, Architect

Danpalon® - The architect’s 
Day lighting Choice

Many of the world’s top architects 

have chosen Danpalon® translucent 
day lighting systems to support their 

most notable designs.

Ranging from universities, schools and 
athletic facilities to airports, corporate 
headquarters, hotels, hospitals and 

shopping malls.

These diverse buildings all share the 

benefits of quality natural light from 
Danpalon® light weight translucent 
systems.
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The translucency of the building generates a very 
pleasant light of day; it is also a perfectly adapted 
lighting for television broadcasting.
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Danpalon®

Light



The Microcell panel structure creates a unique iridescence, reflecting 
and dispersing light in a way that is unmatched by any other material.
Danpalon®’s reflectance creates spectacular effects with natural or 
artificial Light.
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Danpalon® gives free rein to creativity
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Danpalon® assisted in the creation of openness, 
light and opacity to what is otherwise a simple car 
parking structure. The ability to step the material 
in plan and slice through it at any desired angle 
easily added interest and form to the elevation.
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Danpalon®

Colors



Danpalon®, shades of light 

Danpalon® is available as standard 
in 7 colours from clear, ice and 
opal, to blue and green as well as 
grey and reflective gray.
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Color Stability
The high quality polycarbonate UV composition and co-extruded technology 

delivers a color-stable panel for many years.
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Danpalon® can be produced in any 
colour to echo the environment 
and incorporate the building into its 
surroundings.
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Danpalon®

Decoration



Danpalon®, the freedom of 
expression

Freedom to create – Danpalon® allows 
designers to explore new aesthetic 
dimensions.  
Silk-screen printing and painting… 

by associating the image to light, 
Danpalon® creates evolutionary’ 
spaces, where the decoration of the 
Danpalon® is transformed by light.
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The ice pattern effect is realised by a depth,
a translucency, a vibration of the printed material.
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Danpalon®

Microcell



Danpalon®’s unique Microcell extrusion 
technology provides ten times more cells 
than traditional structures used in most 
polycarbonate sheets on the market. The 
smaller spans between the rib supports give 
you the best combination of translucency 
and strength.

Superior light and Visual appearance

The Microcell structure transmits an even 
diffusion of natural light, producing a rich 
look similar to glass. Specifically designed 
for architectural daylight applications, the 
tight spacing between the ribs produces 
a superior quality of light and aesthetically 
appealing look, offering a refined alternative 

to the ‘green-house look’ associated with 
traditional twin-wall polycarbonate sheets.

High Thermal Insulation

The Danpalon® Microcell design features 
more cells and layers which gives the panel 
significantly less thermal conductivity.

High Impact and Weather Resistance

Due to the tightness between the vertical 
supports, Danpalon® Microcell offers 
the highest resistance to impact and hail 
damage. The high concentration of cells 
provides Danpalon® Microcell with improved 
mechanical properties and rigidity.

Danpalon® filters the 
light and smile down 

on the Mona Lisa

provides exceptional quality of light, a rich non-industrial visual appeal and delivers 
superior durability, thermal insulation and 99.9% Uv protection. Danpalon® Microcell 
panels with this unique and innovative extrusion technology are available in a range of 
thicknesses and widths.

Danpalon® MICRoCEll
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The unique qualities of the Danpalon® system allow 
architects to include it as part of the building envelope.

Multicell Honeycomb
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Danpalon®

Compact



Danpalon® COMPACT is a 4mm thick solid panel that provides a ‘glass-like’ 
appearance with the benefits of polycarbonate such as strength, insulating qualities, 
flexibility, lightweight and 99.9% UV protection. The Danpalon® standing-seam 
connection system allows architects complete freedom to design spectacular glazed 
areas of unlimited size and shape.

The entire assembly uses no caulking or 
adhesives, eliminating the difficulties of 
sealant and adhesive bond failure common 
to traditional systems. The Danpalon® 
connection system is mechanical, dry and 
100% effective.

What makes Danpalon® unique  
is the heart of the system 

The standing seam connecting method.  
The Danpalon® system consists of:

•  Main transparent 4mm compact panels, 
592mm wide, extruded with a vertical 
standing seam at both sides of the panel.

•   A snap-on connector (aluminium or 
transparent polycarbonate) interlocking the 
panels.

•  A transparent polycarbonate spacer profile.
 
The system’s installed module width is 
600mm. The system is free floating. Every 
component is free to thermally expand or 
contract at its own rate, eliminating ‘waves’ 
or deflections and maintaining the structural 
properties for the life of the material. For high 
wind areas a special support plate should 
be used. Consult your distributor for further 
details.
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The Compact system consists of:

  Transparent 4mm Compact panel,
 592mm wide.

 Transparent Polycarbonate Connector

 Aluminium Connector

 Transparent Polycarbonate Spacer
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Danpalon®

Skylight



Danpalon® translucent standing 
seam system is a “bright” solution 
for bringing in the natural light.

The Danpalon® system does more per 
square meter per construction dollar then 
any other insulating translucent system. 
Danpalon® has more positive values, 
more built in benefits and eliminates more 
potential hazards than any competitive 
system.
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onE MaTERIal To CoVER all REqUIREMEnTS.
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Danpalon® Systems are made 
with standing seam technology, 
the latest and most advanced 
system for architectural skylight 
applications. Danpalon® 
systems ensure that your 
building envelope is covered 
by a day lighting system that 
provides unequaled durability 
and lifetime performance.
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Bolt M6x25 + washerFlashing

Cross fixing + Z alu of distribution

100mm mini

Fixing

Bolt M6x25 + washer

Bolt M6x25 + washer

Holes i 8 every 150mm

Holes i 8 every 30mm
for draining and vertilation

30mm mini

Foam water and airlight

Foam water and airlight
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Aluminium Connector

Polycarbonate connector

Flashing

Cross fixing + Z alu of distribution

100mm mini

Fixing

Foam
Foam

Holes i 8 every 150mm

Holes i 8 every 30mm
for draining and vertilation

30mm mini

Foam water and airlight

Foam water and airlight
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Anti-dust-tape or obturator
Sheet closure for panels

Anti-dust-tape or obturator
Sheet closure for panels

Sheet closure for panels
Sheet closure for panels

End cap

Sheet closure for panels

Note: in this situation for 
an application is 
STRONG OR VERY 
STRONG HYGROMETRY 
ATMOSPHERE, a 10x1 
foam is interpose 
between the panel.

Danpalon panel
Danpalon panel

U connector
U connector

Stainless steel rainforeced
bent fastener

Stainless steel rainforeced
bent fastener

Polycarbonate Connector
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Bolt M6x25 + washerFlashing

Cross fixing + Z alu of distribution

100mm mini
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Polycarbonate connector
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Anti-dust-tape or obturator
Sheet closure for panels

Anti-dust-tape or obturator
Sheet closure for panels

Sheet closure for panels
Sheet closure for panels

End cap

Sheet closure for panels

Note: in this situation for 
an application is 
STRONG OR VERY 
STRONG HYGROMETRY 
ATMOSPHERE, a 10x1 
foam is interpose 
between the panel.

Danpalon panel
Danpalon panel

U connector
U connector

Stainless steel rainforeced
bent fastener

Stainless steel rainforeced
bent fastener

Aluminium Connector
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Danpalon®

Facade



The Danpalon® Facade system provides 
a flush glazed surface with no visual 
interruptions allowing a comfortable level 
of diffused light into the building. The 
Danpalon® standing seam connection 
method with a snap on connector is 100% 
watertight.  Danpalon® Microcell also offers 
improved rigidity, allowing for increased 
spanning capabilities and its strength is 

supported by a ten year hail damage and 
discoloration guarantee.
 
The façade system transmits light while 
minimizing heat, thus reducing the need for 
artificial lighting and cooling and together 
with exceptional insulation Danpalon® offers 
significant energy savings.

Danpalon® facade system with the flush look is 
the right solution for natural light.
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quality Comes to light

Natural light is one of the most important design elements in architecture today. Danpalon® 
unique technology gives a designer more control over light than other day lighting systems, 
while providing stunning designs that will remain contemporary for years to come. No 
other day lighting system offers the selection of colours, light transmission levels and 
configurations as does the Danpalon® System.
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Purlin

Fixing

Aluminium flashing

Stainless steel rainforeced
bent fastener

U connector

End cap

 Sheet closure for panels
or Anti-dust-tape

Sheet closure for panels

Aluminium distribution
plate bar for screw

(for DP8 and DP 10)

Aluminium
flashing

E
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om

Purlin

Purlin

Fixing screw

Danpalon panel

Cross fixing

Waterpfroof foam
 + Silicone rubber

Vertical Facade

Foam water and airlight 

Foam water and airlight

Vertical Section

Reverse installation

Remark: For this application a special order is necessary, for the anti UV protection to be on the exterior

Al U connector INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Horizontal section
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Arches
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Danpalon® lighting from the top
The quality of light transmission 
combined with high thermal 
performance. Throughout the 
seasons, the very low solar factor of 
arch reduces the ‘greenhouse effect’ 
whilst optimising the efficiency and 
costs of air-conditioning.
Self supporting and curved, arch 
offers installation flexibility with 
technical attributes such as a 10 year 
guarantee against hail and impact 
resistance up to 1200 Joules.
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With our aluminium spacer Roof System, 
it is easy to add style onto any commercial 
or domestic roof structure. The ability to 
span up to 5.5 metres* without intermediate 
framework allows larger pergolas, canopies 
and atriums that maintain a smooth, clean 

appearance. The aluminium spacer Roof 
System utilises the unique snap-lock 
connection of Danpalon® polycarbonate 
panels, providing unsurpassed impact 
strength and high wind resistance. 

The revolution in glazed roofing begins here 
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Danpatherm



Danpalon® – Insulation with light Thermal insulation 
without opacity is achieved using two Danpalon® 
panels enclosing an insulating air strip.  
Danpatherm is the first thermal insulating system 
which is also translucent. The Danpatherm + version 
also incorporates an additional translucent insulating 
material in between the Danpalon® panels.
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The preferred system for monumental 
Day lighting, DanPatherm is an assembly 
of two panels containing a total of seven 
to 11 isolated air spaces. 
DanPatherm provides superior 
performance for the cost over any 
competitive material. The patented 
standing seam connector allows the 
efficient addition of the second layer at 
marginal extra cost.
The two-layer design also empowers the 
architect with increased control over light, 
solar transmittance, colors and insulation 
levels.

In addition, the second layer strengthens 
the system’s capabilities for protection 
and durability. The interior and exterior 
layers are separate skins, facilitating easy 
replacement of any damaged exterior 
panels without exposing the building’s 
interior. In comparison, adding or 
replacing a double layer to other glazing 
systems requires significant extra cost, 
and any damage to the exterior face 
requires intensive repairs that interrupt 
the building’s function
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Anti UV protection

Tramount 10x1 seal

Tramount 10x1 seal

Intermediate supportReinforced bent double fastener

Anti UV potectection
for canopy application

1st skin

2st skin

ALUMINIUM H CONNECTOR

EXT

Danpatherm +
Insulation

INT Fixing

AluminiumH Connector

Tramount 10x1 seal

Tramount 10x1 seal

Intermediate supportReinforced
bent fastener

Anti UV potectection

Anti UV potectection for
canopy application

1st skin

2st skin

POLYCARBONATE H CONNECTOR

Danpatherm +
Insulation

EXT

INT Fixing

PC H Connecteu

Anti UV protection

Tramount 10x1 seal

Tramount 10x1 seal

Intermediate supportReinforced bent double fastener

Anti UV potectection
for canopy application

1st skin

2st skin

ALUMINIUM H CONNECTOR

EXT

Danpatherm +
Insulation

INT Fixing

AluminiumH Connector

Tramount 10x1 seal

Tramount 10x1 seal

Intermediate supportReinforced
bent fastener

Anti UV potectection

Anti UV potectection for
canopy application

1st skin

2st skin

POLYCARBONATE H CONNECTOR

Danpatherm +
Insulation

EXT

INT Fixing

PC H Connecteu

Polycarbonate H onnector

Aluminium H onnector

The immateriality
of light and the thermal 

performance of the Danpalon® 
are very appealing.
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Danpalon®

Interiors



Danpalon® creates the scene

Internal spaces can be brought to life with 
Danpalon® and light effects, creating an 
appealing environment. The clean lines 
of the Danpalon®, coupled with coloured 
panels and sympathetic lighting can create 
a space, giving the feeling of openness 
and light. Create new atmospheres – live 
in light with Danpalon®.
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Danpalon®

Softlite



Danpalon® softlite (matt finish) 
nulls the neon effect phenomenon.
The softlite solution can be added 
to all Danpalon® colours on either 
one or both sides of the panels.

The Danpalon® optical property 
may change when softlite is 
adding to Danpalon® panels.
For more details please contact 
your Danpalon® dealer.

Danpalon® – Softlite
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Danpalon® standard

Danpalon® softlite
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Danpalon®

Heat Sealing



V5 butt-welding machine 
was designed and built to 
provide a solution for the entry of 
water, dirt, insects and moisture by 
welding the edges of the Danpalon® 
panel cells. 
The machine is equipped with 
welding knifes which melt, shrink and 
completely seal the panel cell edges.

Danpal developed a unique 
solution to seal the edge of 
the Danpalon® Multicell and 
honeycomb structuhre:
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Panel Sizes

DP12 HONEYCOMB / MULTICELL

DP30 HONEYCOMB

DP16 1040 MULTICELL

DP16 MULTICELL

DP8 HONEYCOMB / MULTICELL 

DP10 HONEYCOMB / MULTICELL

DP4 COMPACT

16.0
31.0

1040

23.0

8.0

600

592

4.0
22.0

31.0

16.0

600

15.0

30.0

100031.0

16.0

600

15.0

30.0

1000

10.0
25.0

600

27.0
12.0

600

Danpalon®

Technical Data



Compact
4mm

Multicell /
Honeycomb

8mm

Multicell /
Honeycomb

10mm

Multicell /
Honeycomb

12mm

Multicell
16mm

Honeycomb
30mm

REFlECTIVE
GREY

LT % 20 20 20 20 20 20

ST % 18 18 18 18 17 17

SR % 33 33 33 33 29 27

SHGC 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28

BRonZE

LT% 38 25 25 25 35 30

ST% 41 26 26 26 35 29

SR% 12 18 18 18 30 19

SHGC 0.50 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.42 0.39

GREY

LT % 41 30 30 30 31

ST % 51 35 35 35 38 On

SR % 12 22 22 22 30 Request

SHGC 0.58 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

opal

LT % 40 35 35 35 22 32

ST % 44 38 38 38 28 38

SR % 35 40 40 40 51 40

SHGC 0.48 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.32 0.42

GREEn

LT % 75 60 60 60 44 60

ST % 69 52 52 52 42 49

SR % 17 32 32 32 33 30

SHGC 0.72 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.47 0.53

ICE

LT % 55 71 71 71 63 68

ST % 58 62 62 62 51 58

SR % 26 30 30 30 40 34

SHGC 0.61 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.53 0.60

BlUE

LT % 64 50 50 50 49 50

ST % 69 57 57 57 51 53

SR % 17 27 27 27 38 32

SHGC 0.72 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.53 0.56

ClEaR

LT % 89 71 71 71 51 68

ST % 80 60 60 60 57 58

SR % 17 36 36 36 40 34

SHGC 0.81 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.53 0.73

Optical and Thermal properties 

lEGEnD
lT - % of visible light transmission (400 - 700nm)
ST - % of total solar radiation transmission (300 – 2800nm) 
SR - % of total solar reflection (300-2800nm)
SHGC - Solar Heat Gain Coefficient. total solar energy transmitted through the panel = %ST+0.2x[1-(%st+%sr)].
Tests were performed in accordance with ASHRAE 74-1988 procedures. Figures are indicative and may change within 
manufacturers production tolerances.
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Span 
(mm)

compact
4 mm

8mm
MC/HC

10mm
MC/HC

12mm
MC/HC

DP 16 x 600 DP 16 x 1040 DP 30 HC

Load / 
Connector 

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

Down 
Load

Up 
Load

PC connector

600 120 120 120 120 150 150 160 160 180 180 180 180

800 90 90 90 90 90 90 110 110 150 150 150 150

1000 N/A N/A N/A N/A 60 80 70 90 100 100 90 90

Aluminium HD 
Connector

1000 100 75 150 150 200 200 220 220 280 280 230 230

1500 90 60 80 90 110 120 120 130 250 225 150 150

2000 75 40 N/A N/A 60 60 70 70 210 165 75 75

The Danpalon® support spacing guide

Reverse Installation With Aluminium HD U Connectors of Facade

* All Numbers refers to a mid span

* The given wind load with aluminium connectors calculates with trapezoide fastener

Span (mm) 8mm MC/HC 10mm MC/HC 12mm MC/HC DP 16mm x 600 DP 16mm x 1040

1200 125 175 190 250 210

1600 70 100 110 230 140

2000 N/A 65 70 210 50

O
n 

R
eq

ue
st
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compact
4 mm

MULTICELL / 
HONEYCOMB 

8 mm

MULTICELL / 
HONEYCOMB 

10 mm

MULTICELL / 
HONEYCOMB 

12 mm

MULTICELL
16 mm

HONEYCOMB 
30 mm

U Value (w/m²c°) 5.2 2.46 2.11 1.84 1.53 1.5

Min Cold Bending 
Radius (mm)

2900 2000 2500 2600 2900 4200

module width (mm) 600 600 600 600 600/1040 1000

minimum slope from 
the horizontal

9° 5° 5° 5° 5° 5°

sound proofing dBA 26 17 21 21 21 N/A

moment of inertia 
mm4/m

5x10^4 4.5x10^4 6.3x10^4 7.95x10^4
1.24x10^5 / 
1.34x10^5

5.17x10^5

Certified Manufacturing ISO 9001 ISO 9001 ISO 9001 ISO 9001 ISO 9001 ISO 9001

Guarantee 10 Years YES YES YES YES YES YES

Specification

ROOF FALL
A minimum pitch of 
5º is recommended 
(87mm/1000mm). 
Having sufficient 
fall allows natural 
weather action to 
assist in keeping  
the sheets clean.

NOTE: End spans occur at 
both the top and bottom  
of a roof fall.  For curved roofs 
and roofs with a slope  
greater than 25º, purlin 
spacings can be increased.  
These spans are based on a 
design wind speed  
of 41m/s which equates to a 
1kPa wind load.
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Test Description Test Procedure  Results & Comments

1.Flammability 
The data partially relating to flam 
retardant grades.
European standard EN 13501 – 1:2002 B – s2,d0

 Self - Ignition ASTM 1929-3 1058ºF (570ºC) 

 Smoke Density of Plastic ASTM D-2843 54% 

 Burning Extent ASTM D-635 CC1 rating - less than 1.0” burn extent 

 Interior Flame Spread ASTM E-84. Several ratings are available: 

and Smoke Development Class B or C (I, II,III)

2. Weathering 
 Weathering Evaluation ASTM D4364-84 Successful exposure to concentrated natural sunlight radiation of 

56000 MJ/M2(1540MJ/M2 of U.V.) at New River Site, Arizona

   110mo Florida Weathering Eval Impact, Cyclic wind loading shall not decrease after 110 months 
exposure to Florida weather

 Color Change ASTM D2244 No more that 3.0 units Delta E after 60 months 

 Yellowing Index ASTM D1925 No more than 10 points after 60 months 

 Light Transmission ASTM D1003 Shall not decrease more than 6% after 10 years 

 Heat Exposure Evaluation 300ºF, 25mins.
The interior and exterior faces do not darken more than 0 units 
Delta L /ASTM D2244, 0 units yellowing index/ASTM D1925 and 
0% light transmission / ASTM D 1003 

3. Water penetration ASTM E-331 No penetration at test or pressure of 15 psf 

4. Air Infiltration ASTM E-283 0.042 SCFM/ft. of dry glazed joint at test pressure of 15 psf 

5. Impact ASTM E-822-81 Panel repels hailstones of 25mm at velocity 21m/sec -  no 
penetration

 sandbag impact test AS/NZS 4040.4-1996 Pass

SPI (Method B) 220ft. Ibs.
PA 201-94 Successfully tested per S. Florida hurricane large missile cannon 

test at 350 Ft Lbs
 OSHA Compliance – Point Load 29 CFR 1910,23 (e) (8) 300 lb. Point load with no damage
 OSHA Compliance -
Fall protection / Walk through ASTM E 695-03 500 Ft. Lbs

6. accelerated Delamination 
   (Chaoter 42 of UBC Code] 

300ºF, 25mins &
sub - zero temp. 

The faces do not become readily detached 
No delamination occurs under load 

7. Vicat Softening Temperature DIN 53460
Iso 306 VST/B 142ºc 

8. long Service Temperature -40ºc to 120ºc 

9. Expansion / Contraction Linear thermal 
expansion 0.065mm/mºc 

10. Code Compliance (USa) ICBD Evaluation
UBC/BDCA/SBCCI

See ICBD Report#ER-4798; SBCCI - PSI & ESI‡ Report #9373 
Dade County #93-0329.05.Several other approvals available

11.U.V. Maintenance The panel does not require perodic coating to maintainits performanceor U.V. protection 
Occasional cleaning with mild soap

12. U.V. Filtration Australian Standard
No.1067-1990 Tranmission Less Than 0.1%

13. ISo quality Standard SI ISO 9001 Danpalon® complies with Quality Management Standard SI ISO 9001
*Refer to technical information and consult our technical service department. Whenever reference is made to fire tests, the 
fnumerical rating is not intended to reflect hazards presented by this or any other material under actual fire conditions.

Test data and technical summary
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Danpalon® Accessories

U-2 Connector

HD Alum “U” connector

Spacer for 4mm

Trapezoide heavy duty 
stainless steal fastener

“U” Connector 4mm

“H” Connector 275

Heavy duty stainless 
steal fastener

“U” connector for 1040 
(for Spacer)

Alu. end cap for end 
welded pannels

Alum spacerAlum H connector

Screw for spacers

Al.”U” conn. for 4mm

Aluminum UDP

End cap for “U-2” 
connector

Flat head screws

Alu. “U” connector

Polycarbonate end 
cap

End cap for “U” 
1040x16

Airproof foam
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